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 Shaking the Pumpkin, Shaking the Word: A Poet's Plea
 Scott McLean

 University of California, Davis

 Not too long ago I was at a campus dinner where talk turned to the
 Boy Scouts-talk about the foundation years of the Boy Scouts, how the
 Boy Scouts had been established to counter the influence of women on
 young boys at the turn of the twentieth century, that at that moment
 historically there was a concern that boys were being sissified because
 of the influence of the women. And there was a good deal of talk of the
 social construction of masculinity. I was the only eagle scout at the table.

 Listening to the academic analysis of the social construction of our
 selves, I realized that for me-the one who had had the experience-the
 Boy Scouts had not been about any hardening of masculinity, or about
 love of flag or country in the ways also mentioned that evening-the
 Boy Scouts had been, for me, about place, about a specific place-a large
 old Spanish land grant ranch in northern San Diego County that had
 been deeded to the Boy Scouts in the late '50s, and that had been con-
 verted to a camp-600 acres, from brush scrub chaparral to pine at its
 higher elevations, with mountain lion and lots of wildlife.

 Before this time I had had little lived experience of a truly vast and
 wild nature; and in beginning to match the information of the hand-
 books with the plants themselves, I began to walk-just a short way
 from the small lodge and the campsites, then ever deeper into the hills.
 What I began to feel immediately was a sense of what I can only call "the
 good"-that somehow I belonged to this place, that this place was be-
 ginning to belong to me. My story, my identity, was bound up with the
 narrative of the place-of the actual lived landscape-and I began to
 sense what the biologist Edward Wilson would later call BIOPHILIA-
 a felt innate affinity for all living things.

 In some sense I carried this around for years, never realizing how
 much that place had given me the one thing you can carry from one
 place to another: a genuine sense of the living relations that one per-
 ceives in intimately coming into the territory of the wild and into the
 territory of nature. The camp and the Boy Scouts wasn't about any so-
 cial construction of masculinity, although, to be fair, they have those
 dimensions in some circumstances-for me the Boy Scouts was about
 place and what happens when place enters you deeply. And if you have
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 150 Scott McLean

 that, you will carry it over to other places, and recognize there these
 related bonds of affinity and interconnection.

 I take that instance today of what I would call contemporary "theo-
 rizing" on the Boy Scouts as an example of how so much of this kind of
 thinking can, very often, miss the point. It seems to give one a paradig-
 matic gloss, a neat set of coordinates, that provide an "objective," "out-
 side" perspective on whatever it is one is studying. Indeed, it is an in-
 stance of how so much of what goes on in contemporary academic study
 in the humanities and the social sciences has been a quest for a holy
 grail: the humanities sought, and continue to seek, a theoretical model
 that would match in its rigor and in its ability to provide substantial
 results the models of the natural sciences. Listen, for example, to the PR
 description from my own campus of the resident Critical Theory Pro-
 gram: "Critical theory began in the mid-twentieth century when literary
 critics, seeking to give a more 'scientific' basis to the study of literature,
 experimented with applying methodologies borrowed from philosophy,
 linguistics, psychoanalysis and the social sciences to the analysis of texts."
 The real marker here is Descartes. The model he offers in the Discourse

 on Method is so elegant, so incisive, that the desire to find an analogous
 model drives, consciously or unconsciously, the whole study of the hu-
 man sciences-and brings us now, in the study of literature, to a point
 where the poetry and stories themselves are lost under the weight of
 these theoretical models.

 Some who study "literature and the environment" now bring a whole
 set of post-modern, post-structuralist, deconstructive theories to any
 primary literature-and in the case of "literature and the environment,"
 it is especially dangerous and misleading, I think, to follow the trails of
 this post modernism; you will stumble across statements like the fol-
 lowing, taken from The Ecocriticism Reader:

 Paralleling Michel Foucault's theorizations of sex and sexuality, I sug-
 gest approaching the environment as a construct, not the prediscursive
 origin and cause of environmental discourse but rather the effect of
 that discourse.'

 This is a pale latter-day reflection of Fichte; it is postmodern solipsism
 of a high degree, and it is difficult, following the path laid out in this
 statement--essentially saying that all knowledge is a priori-to get to
 the truth of our poetries and our relations with the world. Commenting
 on these developments, Gary Snyder noted some time back that "... the
 European deconstructionists assume, because of their monotheistic back-
 ground, that the Logos died along with God," and that those
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 who wish to decenter occidental metaphysics have begun to try to
 devalue both language and nature and declare them to be further
 tools of ruling-class mythology. In the past, the idea that the
 external world was our own invention came out of some variety of
 idealist thought. But this version leads to a totally weird philo-
 sophical position that, since the proponents are academic 'meta-
 marxists,' might be called 'materialist solipsism.' But they are just
 talk.2

 Should one want to avoid such empty talk, John Elder offers a far better
 guide for a possible "Ecocriticism." In his exquisite book Reading the
 Mountains of Home (offering a place-based reading of Frost's poem "Di-
 rective"), Elder states: "Certain critical theories assert that literature is
 no more than a self-referential web of words. But I want to declare that

 Frost's poem both grows from and contributes to the landscape of Ver-
 mont, and that its meaning includes the mountains and the families who
 have lived among them."3 This, let me suggest, is a model of the critical
 reading of poetry one cannot recommend too strongly in the context of
 "literature and the environment."

 Dave Foreman, the wildly inventive and insightful founder of EARTH
 FIRST!, found himself in the crosshairs of postmodern critical theory
 recently. Two of his essays had been collected in an anthology, The Great
 New Wilderness Debate, and he found his work introduced with these
 words:

 We (the editors) believe that the received wilderness idea has been
 mortally wounded by the withering critique to which it has been lately
 subjected. Even its most indignant and impassioned apologist, Dave
 Foreman, seems now to have capitulated... [in his second essay] he
 concedes that the historic wilderness preservation movement, though
 well intentioned, was, from the point of view of biological conserva-
 tion, misguided.4

 Foreman's response? "Pardon me? Capitulated? In a pig's eye." What
 most upsets Foreman is that the editors of the volume see "ecological
 values elbowing aside aesthetic, spiritual, and recreational values in the
 wilderness movement." All this is a part of what I would call the great
 poststructuralist, deconstructionist withering critique of ANYTHING
 that speaks felt truth to reality-in the spirit in which I recently heard a
 noted academic, speaking on the subject of "what poets do," begin by
 saying: "I was going to talk about Keats's "Ode on a Grecian Urn," and
 that would have been funny"-funny because he would have presum-
 ably come to Keats's famous penultimate line-"Beauty is truth, truth
 beauty"-and played the poststructuralist's game of pantsing the poet,
 in effect saying, "you are butt-ass naked and vulnerable and we'll show
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 152 Scott McLean

 you all your life is nothing but a deluded fragmentary splinter of a con-
 structed reality." And this critic ended his talk with these words: "I didn't
 get to my poet, but who needs poets after the de Man essay?"

 Good God, how did we get here? How is it that we now have profes-
 sional degree programs in literature where people don't read literature?

 "Ecocriticism" and the study of "literature and the environment" do
 enter new territories, but they do so often without really considering
 that nature, poetry, song, and story have for the longest period of time
 been inextricably intertwined. To suggest to the poet or poets of (to take
 but the English examples) The Rune Poem, The Exeter Book of Riddles or
 Beowulf that they all wrote a poetry of "man" (and I use the word in its
 proper Anglo-Saxon meaning, of one person) "and nature" would, for
 them, be nonsensical. What "ecocriticism" and a "literature of the envi-
 ronment" often bring to the table are, unfortunately, all the hallmarks of
 their place and time-the academic conference, the seminar room, the
 jostling trendy dandyism of postmodern literary criticism and its jar-
 gon.

 Gary Snyder assailed the social constructivist models used in the study
 of "Literature and the Environment" recently when he wrote that these
 particular models contribute to the fact that

 the humanities and social sciences are finding it... difficult to handle
 the rise of 'nature' as an intellectually serious territory. For all the talk
 of 'the other' in everybody's theory these days, when confronted with
 a genuine other, the non-human realm, the response of the come-lately
 anti-Nature intellectuals is to circle the wagons and declare that Na-
 ture is really a part of culture.5

 And what I'd like to suggest to you here today is that what we most
 need in literary studies that involve the environment is a return to our
 alleged subject: poetry, drama, narratives and reflections and stories of
 all kinds.

 I want to reclaim the poetries of the Occident from the theoreticians
 of literature, and I want our sense of the subject matter of the humanities
 to reclaim literary texts as central while we seek to include texts from
 other traditions to expand our traditional sense of the humanities, where
 we might be truly receptive, filled with what George Steiner calls "cortesia,
 or tact of heart" in an open reception to the work of art.6 By insisting on
 the absolute, right-on-the-money validity of studying these authors, of
 becoming masters of the "rich, legitimate ground of the philological,"7
 by not backing away from the work that goes into learning the history
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 and philosophy and theology that is necessary, nor from the work of
 studying the dictionaries needed to learn the different poets' "Word-
 Hoards" and thus being able to feel the texts in their reference nets and
 feel the supple arms of their languages-by doing all of that and by
 being open to the poems, we might gain an access to nature and to our-
 selves that has lasting, authentic value and meaning.

 The real divide here is between those of us who came of age under
 the aegis of modernism-as poets, with the examples of Yeats and Pound
 and Eliot, Cummings, the French Symbolists and on the wild edges the
 DaDa poets-and those who come to these issues under the banner of
 poststructuralism and postmodernism.

 For the modernist, the word itself and the poem remain vehicles of
 discovery and transformation. But for the postmodernists, the word is
 an arbitrary integer, and one to be distrusted-as all words and all terms
 are "invented rather than real," insisting that the terms of any text, or of
 any discipline, are invented rather than revealed.8

 But this move has the rather baleful effect that we discount our very
 own experience and its expression-because we DO come to the world
 through our language, and how accurate it is, how carefully it seeks to
 address the world and recognize its complexity and reality, determines,
 finally, how we understand our own lives in the reality of a world of
 constant change and interdependence.

 A glance at Zen Buddhist practice is here instructive. Within the con-
 text of Zen practice, we try to break through the delusions of language,
 of names, of categories, but not because language is necessarily a prob-
 lem-it isn't-but because our perceptions of the phenomenal world
 become bound to second-hand formulations-or we try to interpose a
 linguistic formulation between our seeing and knowing without any
 direct contact or experience.

 But the point is to experience directly the ground of existence and
 our knowing in some way that may be less encumbered with the freight
 of languages and philosophies that deflect from the real. That this is a
 difficult and problematic task goes without saying; that it is one worthy
 of the effort and possible should also go without saying.

 The most persistent modern poets in this regard have been Wallace
 Stevens and Gary Snyder-both concerned, as Snyder says in "Riprap,"
 to "lay down words like rock"-that is, to match the internal and the
 external realities with the poetic word. Both seek to avoid the self-cen-
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 tered pathetic fallacy that projects our feelings onto natural phenom-
 ena-as Aitken Roshi says, "smearing them with our feelings."

 If one does smear phenomena with one's feelings, one follows one
 splintered thread of Romantic thought, finding the world in the self; a
 second Romantic pathway, finding the self in the world, calls for an-
 other aesthetic and another perspective, an "adult" sensibility--one in
 which "vital imagination has its roots in the bare place outside, which is
 "the same bare place / For the listener"--"a generative, not a nihilistic,
 place." A poetry spoken with clear attention to the nonhuman other has
 a different quality; it is not a poetry of "subjective and aesthetic dandy-
 ism," seeing everywhere "orgies of subjectivity, randomness" and the
 "willful playing of games." Zen says, "Unformed people delight in the
 gaudy, and in novelty. Cooked people delight in the ordinary." Not the
 ordinary in the sense of unexceptional; but the ordinary in the sense of
 wondrous, in the sense of spectacular wonder that resounds through
 the folk literatures of the world-a literature in which the nonhuman
 world more often finds voice because it is a literature bound to the real

 and to direct experience of the world.9

 Here I would also direct you, in this context, to Martin Buber's I And
 Thou, in which Buber seeks, in coming-to-knowledge-and-oneself in the
 world, the dynamics of genuine relationship and knowledge-loving,
 engaged, involved relationship, which we are in, whether we want to be
 or not. Buber, at the beginning of I And Thou, speaks of "primary words,
 not isolated words, but compound/combined words, "I-Thou, I-It,"
 which, as he says, do not signify things, but which do signify relations.
 These words, as he says, "bring about existence."10 "The meaning of
 relation: relation is mutual," Buber says. I have a relation, and how I
 articulate it, how I address the other, will determine that relation. "All
 real living is meeting," he says later; and how I "meet" You is different if
 I see you as an IT (which is how we generally see the nonhuman, phe-
 nomenal world of rock, water, plants and animals) or if I see a THOU,
 one who has integrity based on my respect for the true nature of Being,
 which cannot, for Buber, be defined in the self-directed terms of objec-
 tive knowledge and "use."' Because the nature of the relationship changes
 radically for Buber in our address of the Other as It; and this is why our
 poetic "address" to the world is all important in our relations with the
 world, and why, in this fundamental way, an aesthetic will ground an
 ethic. And in this way, the question Wendell Berry poses will again be
 asked:
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 What is the kind, quality, and importance of the subject? What, then,
 would be the appropriate or fitting or seemly form, style, diction,
 rhythm with which to treat it? When the poet believes that his poem
 is about, or in service to, a subject greater than itself (and than him- or
 herself), these questions become paramount."

 Wendell's gloss on this very precisely describes the shift in relations
 and the privileging of the poetic imagination and the poetic subject; but
 I want to make explicit what is implicit in his comment, and so take
 fully into account the developments in poetics that the Romantic shift in
 poetics engendered-the genuine recognition that, indeed, poems cre-
 ate realities, and that a full recognition of that fact, and of the ways in
 which poetry does indeed open avenues for experience-through the
 very magic of the sound and rhythm of the language, through the most
 intimate relations that the singer and hearer have and feel in the mo-
 ment of the poem-is what is most essential. For it was this fact that
 drove the early Romantics, from Coleridge and Wordsworth to the young
 Goethe, Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis, and Ho1derlin. Poetry and poetic
 language are primary vocabularies, they indeed open the world and cre-
 ate worlds, and if one is true to the world then one "sees" that world

 truly, and indeed perhaps more truthfully, because with a greater range
 of our human capacities.

 And one dwells then poetically-close to the ground:

 In lovely blue the steeple blossoms
 With its metal roof. Around which

 Drift swallow cries, around which
 Lies most loving blue. The sun,
 High overhead, tints the roof tin,
 But up in the wind, silent,
 The weathercock crows. When someone

 Takes the stairs down from the belfry,
 It is a still life, with the figure
 Thus detached, the sculpted shape
 of man comes forth. The windows

 The bells ring through
 Are as gates to beauty. Because gates
 Still take after nature,

 They resemble the forest trees

 Seen in this way the poems are, as Jane Hirshfield plays this out so elo-
 quently in her book Entering the Mind ofPoetry, gates: enter through them:
 they take after nature, they resemble the forest trees.

 But purity is also beauty.
 A grave spirit arises from within,
 Out of divers things. Yet so simple
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 These images, so very holy,
 One fears to describe them.

 Well deserving, yet poetically
 Man dwells on this earth.12

 These are lines of Hd1derlin's, spoken in a tower next to the Neckar where
 I've stood many times. They're from a poem that's called, by his great
 academic editor BeitBner, "suspect"; They're contained in a novel writ-
 ten by a young student, Wilhelm Waiblinger, who visited Hdlderlin of-
 ten in the tower where he, after his nervous breakdown in 1806, lived
 until his death in 1842, cared for by the carpenter Zimmer and his daugh-
 ter. Waiblinger published this novel, Phaeton, in 1823; the central figure
 is the mad sculptor Phaeton, Hb1derlin in another incarnation. Waiblinger
 introduces the above lines with the following: "Here are a few pages
 taken from his papers which give a good idea of his terribly distraught
 state of mind. In the original they are divided into lines of verse, in
 Pindaric fashion." Terribly distraught-well, time out of mind, yes-

 As a young poet, I was deeply impressed by something Robert Creeley
 once said, when he noted that "each poem seeks an address, to the other,
 to communicate and to please the other." I married it with a fact of
 Hd1derlin's work, that he addressed his poems, always, dedicating them
 to friends, speaking to them in the lines of the poems. And so it is a law
 for me, that poems speak to and for our friends; and when you write
 seriously, to and for the greater nonhuman world which is our world.
 And when you do that, it had better find a way to go beyond the merely
 personal. Holderlin's best poems become, for example, both more im-
 personal and personal at the same time, and that same quality, that same
 perspective you can find in Gary Snyder's work.

 Have there been gross misunderstandings of what the early Roman-
 tics most wanted? Most certainly. Have we developed poetics and
 poetries out of those misunderstandings? Most certainly. For there are
 two epistemological paths that the Romantics offer, one a going deep
 into the world to find the self, the other a going deep into the self to find
 the world; it is the self-reflective poetics and language of the latter that
 has had the day, and it is the poetry of individual imagination and of the
 prophetic which has formed the literary theories that have been domi-
 nant in our own century. But it is, and I want to stress this again, only
 one of two paths the Romantics offered, and it is in going deep into the
 world that we will find our true selves.

 You bear a gift in poetic language, you bear witness, to the world,
 and that is one of your greatest gifts and abilities and responsibilities.
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 For a poetry of the land, nothing could be more important-and to take
 up that task is to look, in the inventive, wild ways of poetry, for the
 language that W. S. Merwin spoke of when he wrote:

 I want to tell what the forests

 were like

 I will have to speak
 in a forgotten language."3

 Forgotten? In good part, yes, for a whole set of complicated reasons,
 from the very fact that our poetries, since the seventeenth century, have
 been dominated (as Blake would say) by Newton's Eye, and because
 poetic speech is attacked on all sides.

 But it's not lost-it's in the songs, and in the work of poets like Czeslaw
 Milosz, who just published another important anthology, A Book of Lu-
 minous Things, which is a collection of poets doing what he feels is our
 work. His vision of that work you can see in this poem from his collec-
 tion Provinces:

 "BlackSmith Shop"

 I liked the bellows operated by rope.
 A hand or foot pedal-I don't remember which.
 But that blowing, and the blazing of the fire!
 And a piece of iron in the fire, held there by tongs,
 Red, softened for the anvil,
 Beaten with a hammer, bent into a horseshoe,
 Thrown in a bucket of water, sizzle, steam.

 And horses hitched to be shod,
 Tossing their manes; and in the grass by the river
 Plowshares, sledge runners, harrows waiting for repair

 At the entrance, my bare feet on the dirt floor,
 Here, gusts of heat; at my back, white clouds.
 I stare & stare. It seems I was called for this:

 To glorify things just because they are.14

 Listen to that last line again: "To glorify things just because they are."
 There is a whole history of our poetics in relation to the land in that
 line-of our uses of language, of our duties and our presence, encapsu-
 lated there. It was in a delicate and tender attention to the things of the
 world, and to their sublime selves, one could argue, that Romanticism
 began; and it was in "Being Wide Awake," in looking at the things of this
 life, seeing, as Ginsberg said, the things as the symbols of themselves,
 that one could say Post World War II poetry and song grounded itself.
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 From some of our most ancient religious texts comes an insistence
 you hear in the best of the Romantic poets (the young Wordsworth, his
 sister Dorothy, Keats, Ho1derlin) and the best of modern poets (Rilke, in
 his "DingGedichte," Neruda in the Odas Elementales) and the best of our
 post-World War II poets (Snyder, Rothenberg) and their younger con-
 temporaries (Hirshfield): that as poets in the world we must, in our
 WordsWork, develop a fine "objective subjectivity," whereby we bear
 witness.

 One of the greatest of Jerome Rothenberg's accomplishments was, in
 the Technicians of the Sacred and Shaking the Pumpkin, to bring the voice of
 the Animal Other into the Human Circle again, in the poems and stories
 collected. Because in doing so he did something so fundamental it's
 hardly noticed: he made it possible for us to address that world again,
 speak to it, speak for it; he made it possible, in our poetic dwelling, to
 find those connections and relations again in the only way we can, in
 our speaking to those others and telling their stories. For it is true, "what
 we have storied we identify with, what we identify with we love, and
 what we love we are loathe to destroy."

 Those are Robert Finch's words in introducing one of the great un-
 derground classics of this century, Jacquetta Hawkes's A Land. I would
 suggest we make them our own.

 A Final Word, on the Word

 After she received the Nobel Prize in Literature, Toni Morrison was

 asked often about her early life and work; in an interview she gave the
 CBS news program 60 Minutes earlier this year, she talked about her
 early career. And, with background footage of audiences lining the halls
 of auditoriums where she was about to read, she spoke of what she called
 the "unbelievable power of the word."

 This is the power that is there at the beginning of the Gospel of St.
 John, when we read those famous words, "In the Beginning was the Word
 and the Word was with God," for it is the power to create, the power of
 creation bound together with God and the Word at the beginning-this
 is the power of the word at that moment. And it is probably why, as
 Gary Snyder pointed out in the passage I cited earlier, when God in the
 West was declared dead, in rushed a whole group to declare the word
 dead.
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 The Power Morrison addresses is the power of the word that we find
 in the kind of magic incantation of our earliest poetries, whether that be
 the opening of the Indian Ramayana, with the invocation to Saraswati
 and the Goddess of Speech, or, for me as a proud hyphenated Scots-Irish
 American, at the beginning of the Irish epic of cattle raiding The Tain,
 where Senchan Thorpheist sends poets out to the land of Letha, Brittany,
 to recover the Tain Bo Culainge.

 And it is the power that is there in those truly magical stories of the
 Baal Shem Tov that come to us out of the Shtetl of Eastern Europe in the
 seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

 It is the power of the word to tell true stories, to give us some pur-
 chase on the world.

 It is the power of the word that the early Romantic poets seized like a
 bolt out of Bardic heavens they often imagined under names like Ossian,
 the power of magic words married to the heady idealistic philosophy
 that was developed first by Immanuel Kant sitting in his study in
 Kbnigsberg, pondering a new philosophy that could address Objects,
 Phenomena, the Things of the World, the Dinge-an-Sich, from the view
 of a new Subject.

 It is the power of the word to enchant, transport us, weave long nar-
 ratives of stupendous fantasy that move us deeper into other worlds
 and deeper into our own, where often the other world, in its true spec-
 tacular unbelievability turns out to be the closest thing to what we are
 really feeling or experiencing, so that we move within the space of the
 story for long periods of time: they become a focus in our lives, they
 continue on in memory, they are the locus of our emotions and our think-
 ing, they are that "gate" between our experiences and between us and
 the outer world. The story, the poem, the song, enters, for a time, enters
 and is, time: it imprints and alters and changes you, and you go back
 and forth between the song and your everyday reality, of whatever ex-
 perience you are in.

 I want to speak a word for the power of the word and its necessity in
 addressing what I think are the most fundamental questions of our rela-
 tions with the Non-human Non-Word wielding World.

 There is NOTHING that is as important as the place of poetry and
 literature within the context of a modern late twentieth-century univer-
 sity curriculum, wherever we may want to finally put the humanities,
 and as Morrison said in her Nobel Lecture in Literature, 1993: "We die.
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 That may be the meaning of life. But we do language. That may be the
 measure of our lives."

 Contemporary literary theory often "salvage logs" the poetic-using
 the excuse of the dead and bug-killed trees to cut away the dead wood,
 they kill the grove itself. That's what Jerry Martien saw clearly, when, in
 response to the salvage logging on the North Coast and the salvage log-
 ging of modern theory, he wrote the following poem. The only extra
 detail one might need to know here is that a vole, who appears in the
 poem, is a rodent--belongs to the same group as lemmings, gerbils, and
 hamsters. And I'll leave you then with Martien's poem.

 Salvage This

 This poem needs to be
 saved from itself.

 It is way over the hill.
 Words on dead wood.

 Long ago it
 ceased to be profitable.
 You would be

 keeping it
 from being taken
 by its own
 dark and useless powers.

 There are words in here

 over a thousand years old.

 They have conspired
 with other creatures

 and been spoken
 with air
 that has been inside
 the leaves of trees.

 These words

 when spoken
 are an ancient forest.

 Some of the words

 they say
 are no longer productive.
 Truth. Love.

 Compassion for all beings.
 Hey-
 call the operators.
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 Haul them away to the mill.

 But say-
 isn't that a trace of
 human wisdom

 in among those words?
 And down there isn't that a

 vole digging for buried
 meaning in the
 decay and duff of a
 culture that long ago
 knew how to say, Enough-
 don't be taking
 what you haven't created
 and can't pay back.

 There is blood here.

 An owl is eating the vole.
 There is life here.

 These words are

 inside the trees again.

 What happens
 to our words

 happens to the forest.

 What happens to the forest
 happens
 to us.

 We should be cutting
 lies instead of trees.

 Notes

 1. Cheryll Glotfelty and Harold Fromm, eds. The Ecocriticism Reader (Athens, GA: U
 of Georgia P, 1995).

 2. Gary Snyder, A Place in Space (Washington, D.C.: Counterpoint, 1995) 167.

 3. John Elder, Reading the Mountains of Home (Cambridge: Harvard UP 1998) 1.

 4. Cited by Foreman in his editorial, in Wild Earth, fall 1998.

 5. Gary Snyder, "Nature as seen from Kitkitdizze is no 'Social Construction,'" in
 Wild Earth, winter 1996-97.

 6. George Steiner, Real Presences (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1989) 155.

 7. Steiner, Real Presences, 165.
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 8. I take my own terms here from Robert Segal's review of Critical Terms forReligious
 Studies, in the Times Literary Supplement, 9 October 1998: 32.

 9. See Robert Aitken Roshi's essay, "Wallace Stevens and Zen ," Original Dwehing
 Place: Zen Buddhist Essays (Washington, D.C.: Counterpoint, 1996) 188-93.

 10. Martin Buber, LAnd Thou. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958.

 11. Wendell Berry, from "Poetry & Place," Standing By Words (San Francisco: North
 Point Press, 1983) 115.

 12. Friedrich H61derlin, "In lieblicher Bliiue." from Hymns and Fragments, trans.
 Richard Sieburth. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton UP, 1984) 249.

 13. W. S. Merwin, The Rain in the Trees (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1988).

 14. Czeslaw Milosz, Provinces, trans. by the author and Robert Haas (New York:
 Ecco Press, 1991) 1.
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